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SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to present the Structures and Dynamics Division's research
plans for FY 1988 and accomplishments for FY 1987. The work under each branch is
shown by RTR Objectives, FY 1988 Plans, Approach, Milestones, and FY 1987 Ac-
complishments. Logic charts show elements of research and rough relationship to each
other. This information is useful in program coordination with other government or-
ganizations in areas of mutual interest.
ORGANIZATION
The Langley Research Center is organized by directorates as shown on figure 1. The
Structures Directorate includes Structures and Dynamics Division, Materials Division,
Loads and Aeroelasticity Division, and Acoustics Division. The Structures and Dynamics
Division consists of four branches as shown on figure 2. There have been some significant
changes in the organizational structure of the Division. For FY 1988, Dr. Michael F.
Card is on TDY to NASA Marshall Space Flight Center; Mr. Charles P. Blankenship is
Acting Chief, Structures and Dynamics Division; and Dr. Clarence P. Young, Jr., was ap-
pointed Assistant Chief, Structures and Dynamics Division. Mr. John A. Tanner was
selected Head, Impact Dynamics Branch; Dr. W. Jefferson Stroud was selected Assistant
Head, Structural Mechanics Branch; and Dr. Robert J. Hayduk was selected Assistant
Head, Structural DynamicsBranch.
FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT
The Division conducts analytical and experimental research to achieve structures which
meet functional requirements of advanced atmospheric and space flight vehicles.
Provides experimental data and analytical methods for predicting stresses, deformations,
structural strength, and dynamic response. Investigates interaction of structure with
propulsion and control systems,landing dynamics,crash dynamics,and resulting structural
response. Develops and evaluates structural configurations embodying new material sys-
tems and/or advanced design concepts for general application and for specific classes or
new aerospace vehicles. Develops advanced structural analysis methods and computer
programs. Uses a broad spectrum of test facilitiesand develops new research techniques.
Test facilities include the Structures and Materials Laboratory, Structural Dynamics
Research Laboratory, Impact Dynamics Research Facility and the Aircraft Landing
DynamicsFacility. Data are also obtained and analyzed from flight investigations.
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II FACILITIES
The Structures and Dynamics Division has four major facilities to support its research
(shownin figure 3).
The Structures and Materials Laboratory equipment includes a 1,200,000lb. capacity test-
ing machine for tensile and compressive specimens up to 6 feet wide and 18 feet long;
lower capacity testing machines of 300,000, 120,000,100,000and 10,000lb. capacity; tor-
sion machine of approximately 60,000 in. =lb. capacity; hydraulic and pneumatic pres-
surization equipment; and vertical abutment-type backstop for supporting and/or anchor-
ing large structural test specimens.
The Impact Dynamics Research Facilities consist of the Aircraft Landing Dynamics
Facility (ALDF) and the Impact Dynamics Research Facility. The ALDF consists of a
rail system 2,800 ft. long x 30 ft. wide, a 2.0 Mlbs. thrust propulsion system, a test carriage
capable of approximately 220 knots, and an arrestment system. A wide variety of runway
surface conditions, ranging from dry and flooded concrete or asphalt to solid ice, can be
duplicated in the track test section. In addition, unprepared surfaces such as clay or sod
can be installed for tests to provide data on aircraft off-runwayoperations.
The Impact DynamicsResearch Facility is capable of crash testing full-scale general avia-
tion aircraft and helicopters under controlled conditions. Simulation is accomplished by
swinging the aircraft by cables, pendulum-style, into the ground from an A-frame struc-
ture approximately 400 ft. long x 240 ft. high. A Vertical Test Apparatus is attached to
one leg of the A-frame for drop-testing structural components.
The Structural Dynamics Research Laboratory is designed for carrying out research on
spacecraft and aircraft structures, equipment, and materials under various environmental
conditions, including vibration, shock, acceleration, thermal and vacuum. Equipment in
the laboratory includes a 55-ft. (inside diameter) thermal vacuum chamber with a remov-
able 5-ton crane, a flat floor 70 feet from the dome peak, and whirl tables.
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III IMPACT DYNAMICS BRANCH
RTR 505-63-01-11 Composite Crash Dynamics
OBJECTIVE:
To obtain a better understanding of response characteristics of generic composite com-
ponents subjected to crash loading conditions and to develop analytical tools capable of
predicting responses of composite structures.
FY 1988PLANS:
• Conduct various static and dynamic tests of composite frames, subfloors, and
energy absorber concepts
• Complete tests and analysisof scale model beams under impact loads
• Develop analysis tools in DYCAST for composite structures under crash loads
and evaluate other crash analyseson VAX
• Support various military safety related programs through tests at Impact
DynamicsResearch Facility
• Develop test plans for Lear fan fuselage components
APPROACH:
In FY 1988the main focus will be continuing the development of a data base and insights
on behavior of composite components to crash loadings as well as enhancing composite
analysiscapability of finite element computer programs. Develop in-house test methods,
procedures, and apparatus to conduct static and dynamic combined bending and axial
loading tests on representative composite structural elements. Assess impact data to
evaluate effect of combined axial and bending loads on global response, stiffness, and
residual strength after failure, and develop new analytical techniques to predict both
global and local responses. Install these new algorithms on the DYCAST computer code.
Supportive contractual efforts will be used to incorporate the new analytical technique
into DYCAST and to fabricate composite test components requiring special tooling.
MILESTONES:
• Conduct impact tests of composite Z-frame subfloors,December 1987
• Initiate task assignment contract to incorporate composite elements and new
solution algorithmsinto DYCAST code for composite structures, December 1987
FY 1987ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
• Conducted nine drop tests (six composite Z-frames and three metal) and one
static test
• Published TP and AIAA papers on CID experiments
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i:
• Published SAE and American Helicopter Societypapers on composite Z-frames
• Conducted composite beam impact tests (VPI&SU Graduate Student)
• Initiated composite scale impact studies (Ph.D. Dissertation)
• Initiated new composite analysisdevelopment under GWU grant
• Developed composite scale parameters under impact loads for several classes of
structures (NRC Associate Dr. John Morton) (ASDM paper)
RTR 505-63-41-02 Aircraft Landing Dynamics
OBJECTIVE:
To advance the technology of aircraft landing systems with emphasis on tire mechanics,
runwaysurface conditions, and landinggear dynamics.
FY 1988PLANS:
• Continue development of tire modeling strategies
• Develop data base on radial and H-type aircraft tires
• Demonstrate active control landinggear technology
• Evaluate modified tires for Shuttle use
• Conduct skid and roll-on-rim tests to support Orbiter
APROACH:
In FY 1988the main focus will be developing high-speed friction and mechanical property
data base to support landing gear industry and tire analysistools to advance tire technol-
ogy. Coordinate in-house research, grants, and contracts with U.S. tire industry ex-
perimental effort to carry out National Tire Modeling Program (NTMP). Conduct
detailed studies of forces and moments in static and rolling tire footprints. Develop algo-
rithms for tire contact to include friction and rolling tire footprints. Develop algorithms
for tire contact to include friction and rolling effects for NTMP and install these algo-
rithms on Computational Structural Mechanics software testbed. Develop experimental
methods for measuring material properties of tire constituents. Define wear and friction
characteristics of modified Shuttle tires. Obtain frictional and mechanical property data
on type H and radial plyaircraft tires.
MILESTONES:
• Present paper on mechanical properties of bias-ply and radial-ply aircraft tires at
SAE AeroTech 87 meeting, October 1987
• Present paper on friction and wear characteristics of Shuttle main gear tires at
SAE AeroTech 87 meeting, October 1987
• Publish paper on semianalyticfinite element tire model, January 1988
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o Complete Phase 1 drop tests of F106 active control landing gear and prepare for
flight test, March 1988
. Publish paper on tire material property measureinent techniques, June 1988
o Conduct track tests of radial-plyaircraft tires, July 1988
FY 1987ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
o Paper on water spray patterns presented at SAE AeroTech 86 meeting
o Shuttle cornering and wear models developed and installed on Vertical Motion
Simulator at ARC
• Track testing identified improved wearing compount for Orbiter tire tread
o Static tests of F-4 radial tire completed and NASA TP in editorial cycle
o Published paper on exploitingsymmetries in the modeling and analysisof tires
• Published papers on B-737and B-727flight test programs
RTR 763-01-41-09 NASP Landing Dynamics
OBJECTIVE:
To develop the technology necessary for safe ground operations of the National
AeroSpace Plane (NASP).
FY 1988PLANS:
• Examine tire technologyrequirements for NASP
APPROACH:
In FY 1988the main focus wil be initiating a program to establish landing gear technology
for NASP. Conduct friction and wear studies on modified Shuttle tires to define optimum
tread configuration to avoid excessivetire wear during high-speedground operation.
MILESTONES:
• Procure modified tires for testing, January 1988
• Initiate friction and wear studies, August 1988
FY 1987 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
• FY 1988new start
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ADVANCED SPACE STRUCTURES
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RTR 506-43-41-02 Advanced Space Structural Concepts
OBJECTIVE:
To develop deployable and erectable structural concepts and associated design technology
for antenna and reflector structures and for Space Station.
FY 1988 PLANS:
• Deliver and install WETF (Weightless Environmental Training Facility) MRMS
(Mobile Remote Manipulator System) assembly simulator at NASA JSC
• Complete 1-g and neutral buoyancy tests of MRMS/truss assembly experiment
• Complete component testing of Al-clad graphite/epoxy tubes
APPROACH:
In FY 1988 the main focus will be completion of a ground test MRMS for conducting 1-g
construction tests, as well as completing Space Station construction tests in the WETF at
NASA JSC. Continued emphasis will be placed on developing computer aided structures
and construction design aids. A 1-inch diameter composite strut will be developed and a
deployment analysis will be developed for Pactruss.
MILESTONES:
• Complete ground test MRMS hardware, November 1987
• 1-g test of MRMS, February 1988
• Complete computer simulation of Space Station construction scenario, June 1988
• Fabricate 1-inch diameter composite strut, August 1988
FY 1987 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
• Ground test MRMS 90 percent complete
• Space Station joint developed and tested
• CAD system installed and operational
• Solar concentrator concept report completed
• SRB field joint paper written
• ETA ring study conducted
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RTR 488-50-03-03 Robotic Assembly of Large Space Structures
OBJECTIVE:
• To develop technology and demonstrate potential for robotic assembly of large
space structures.
FY 1988 PLANS:
• Perform a one-robot assembly of two rings of a tetrahedral truss
APPROACH:
In FY 1988 the main focus is to complete facility and begin automated assembly test.
Design and develop a construction facility and associated hardware to demonstrate
robotic assembly of a tetrahedral truss and use this facility as a testbed to evaluate more
complex robotic assembly tasks.
MILESTONES: _
• Completesystemdesign,February1988
• Fabricatetransporter,May1988
• Designand fabricateassemblyhardware,June 1988
FY 1987ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
• Completedconceptualdesignstudies(RTR506-43-41-06)
RTR 585-02-31-01 Precision Reflector Structures
OBJECTIVE:
To develop deployable and erectable structural concepts for precision reflectors.
FY 1988 PLANS:
• Develop one-inch diameter tube/joint node components for precision segmented
reflector erectable assembly study
• Develop Pactruss concept for precision segmented reflector deployable assembly
study
APPROACH:
In FY 1988 the main focus will be to design a Pactruss and fabricate a 7-bay test article.
Deployment techniques will be studied and one concept will be fabricated for testing. A
one-inch erectable joint will be designed and fabricated for testing.
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MILESTONES:
• Develop 20-meter reflector truss geometry design,November 1987
• Develop 20-meter reflector Pactruss design,January 1988
• Develop 20-meter reflector erectable truss design,January 1988
• Fabricate 7 bays of Pactruss, September 1988
• Fabricate 7 bays of erectable truss, September 1988
FY 1987ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
• FY 1988new start
RTR 906-55-62-01 Flight Experiment Definition
OBJECTIVE:
To provide integration support for the 5-meter erectable flight experiment with the Space
Shuttle.
FY 1988PLANS:
• Support formulation of station assemblyverification flight test
APPROACH:
In FY 1988the main focus is to perform a ground test assemblydemonstration of a full-
scale Space Station truss. An in-house effort will be conducted to integrate the 5-meter
erectable flight experiment the the Space Shuttle system. The studywill include hardware
integration, EVA handling considerations, pallet mountings, and instrumentation integra-
tion. Detailed drawings of the hardware will be made and l/8-scale and full-scale mock-
ups will be built to verify the designs.
MILESTONES:
• Complete design of assemblyfixture,June 1988
• Complete assemblydefinition,September 1988
FY 1987ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
• Completed SAVE II concept study
• Presented SAVE II at NASAJSC
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RTR 585-01-21-01 Optimum Dynamic Performance
OBJECTIVE:
To accomplish validated capability for design!analysis of reliable multi-component
maneuveringfor large flexiblespace structures with optimal dynamicperformance.
FY 1988PLANS:
• Design 5-body articulated structure slewingcontrol experiment
• Continue integrated design of controlled structures:
- Eigen systemplacement
- COFS I control algorithms(with IMAT)
- Simultaneous structure-control design
APPROACH:
In FY 1988the main focus will be theoretical development and experimental verification
of robust vibration suppression designs for large angle maneuvers of a multi-body
dynamic system. An articulated flexible arm will be designed, built, analyzed and tested
for verification of previously developed techniques. The actuators currently used will be
replaced by new actuators with minimum backlash to quantify the effect of actuator
dynamics to maneuver dynamics designs. Studies of optimal projection filters for
parameter and state estimates will be continued. Developments of reliable (robust)
designs for eigenvalue and eigenvector placements will be continued to include the effect
of actuator and sensor locations. Study of extendable structural links for vibration sup-
pression will be continued.
MILESTONES:
• Initiate hardware designs for the articulated flexible arm experiment, November
1987
• Initiate basic concepts of system identification algorithms for nonlinear systems,
December 1987
• Initiate basic concepts in frequency domain for robust vibration suppressor
design, March 1988
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FY 1987ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
• Three-flexible-bodymulti-axismaneuvering demonstrated
• Single-mode projection filter for modal parameter identification and state es-
timation developed
• Frequency-domain eigensystemrealization algorithmdeveloped
• Technique for eigenvalue and eigenvectorplacements with robustness developed
• Maneuver dynamics design which can learn from past performance developed
and ready for experimental verification
RTR 585-01-21-02 Advanced Spacecraft Dynamics
OBJECTIVE:
To develop and validate methods for predicting and experimentally verifyingthe coupled
structural dynamics and control of multi-body space structures with flexible components,
interfaces, dissipativemechanisms,and large amplitude responses.
FY 1988PLANS:
• Initiate COFS III test methods development on phase-zero model
• Demonstrate initial 3-D LATDYN capabilityon sample problems
APPROACH:
In FY 1988the main focuswill be coding,checkout, and application of three-dimensional
computerized simulation of controlled dynamicsof multi-body flexible space structures as
encountered in deployment, slewing, and robotic arm manipulation. Included in this
thrust is the development of improved modularized transient algorithms for concurrent
computing, and realistic verified models for joint and interface damping mechanisms.
Test suspension methods for large space structures will be studied analytically and ex-
perimentally.
MILESTONES:
.3-D LATDYN multi-bodysimulation research code initial operational capability,
March 1988
• Validation and application of PANTA (Parallel Algorithm for Nonlinear Tran-
sient Analysis),March 1988
• Establish suspension and test techniques for space station subscale testing using
COFS III Phase-Zero model, April 1988
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FY 1987ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
• COFS I baseline configuration deployment successfullypredicted and compared
with contractor results
• 3-D LATDYN formulation complete and 3-D contract initiated for computer im-
plementation
• Preliminary dynamic behavior of suspended dual keel space station subscale
model established
RTR 585-01-11-06 Beam Dynamics Ground Tests
OBJECTIVE:
To validate ground test technology, conduct tests necessary to demonstrate flight readi-
ness, and validate analyticalmodels of the Mast flightsystem.
FY 1988PLANS:
• Complete Mini-Mast tests and analyses
APPROACH:
In FY 1988the main focus is conceptual design of a suspension system for ground testing
the Mast flight system and the validation of the Mini-Mast analytical model. Analytical
methods for including joint characteristics and suspension dynamics in a global dynamic
model will be evaluated. Data acquisition techniques will be incorporated with modal
analysis software to facilitate identification of structural parameters from ground tests.
Procurement of two scale models of the flight Mast will be initiated in a joint
NASA/USAF program.
MILESTONES:
• Complete analysisof Mini-Mastjoints, December 1987
• Release RFP for scale models, February 1988
• Define candidate suspension for flight beam, April 1988
• Complete model validation of Mini-Mast,June 1988
FY 1987ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
• Mini-Mast deployed in Bldg. 1293Btower
• Completed Mini-Maststatic tests
• Completed Mini-Mastdynamictests
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RTR 585-01-31-02 COFS III Technology- Test Methods
OBJECTIVE:
To develop mathematical models and a ground test approach for testing COFS III scale
models.
FY 1988 PLANS:
• Initiate COFS III Test methods development on phase-zero model
APPROACH:
In FY 1988 the main focus is development of mathematical models and test concepts for
the COFS III Phase-Zero model. Mathematical models of the COFS III Phase-Zero
model will be developed. These models will be used to define suspension motion and
force requirements using methods developing in the base program. Building 1293A high-
bay area will be prepared for testing a geometric model of the Space Station.
MILESTONES:
• Complete assembly of initial geometric model, March 1988
• Initiate tests with simple suspension and instrumentation, June 1988
FY 1987 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
• Initial tests of 1/4-scale prototype truss completed
• Tests of preliminary joints and tubes
• Completed model definition study
• Initiated procurement of geometric (Mero-Form) model
• Initiated test issues study contract
• Released Phase A conceptual design SOW (Statement of Work)
• Contracted scale model joint fabrication
26
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STRUCTURAL MECHANICS
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RTR 505-63-01-08 Mechanics of Composite Structures
OBJECTIVE:
To develop mechanics technology required for verified design of structurally-efficient,
damage-tolerant advanced-compositeairframe structural components and to formulate ad-
vanced analysis methods to predict static and dynamic nonlinear response and ultimate
strength of composite structures.
FY 1988PLANS:
• Continue studies of local gradients, local damage, discontinuities and ec-
centricities on new composite structural subcomponents
• Conduct analytical studies of cross-sectional warping and nonlinear modal inter-
action for stiffened composite plates
• Complete filament-wound case and ETA ring analysesfor SRB
APPROACH:
In FY 1988the main focus is on anisotropic plate and shell analysesand error analysisfor
nonlinear structural analysis. Structural mechanics issues of advanced concepts for com-
posite structural components will be studied analyticallyand experimentally. Mechanical
and pressure loads representative of wing and fuselage components will be considered.
Methods will be developed for predicting strength, stiffness,buckling and postbuckling be-
havior of composite components including those with local gradients, discontinuities, ec-
centricities and damage. Procedures will be developed that predict large deformations
and 3-D stresses in flat and curved composite panels. Failure mechanisms wil be iden-
tified and analytical models for predicting failure will be developed and compared with
failure criteria.
MILESTONES:
• Initiate study of cross-sectional warping for stiffened composite compression
panels with nonlinear behavior, October 1987
• Initiate studies of anisotropic plate and shell behavior, November 1987
• Complete analyses of filament-wound SRB shell and effect of ET attachment
rings on SRB behavior, December 1987
• Complete development of error analysis for nonlinear plates using recontinuiza-
tion method and extend method to include effects of geometric imperfections,
March 1988
• Complete test-analysis correlation of stiffened filament-wound cylinder and
heavily-loadedside-of-bodywingjoint, April 1988
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• Complete development of equivalence transformation with multiple modes and
make operational in STAGS,September 1988
• Develop analysis capability for curved composite panels with transverse stif-
feners for VICON and initiate implementation into PASCO, September 1988
FY 1987ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
• Failure analysis of compression-loaded multi-directional laminates verified and
additional analytical refinements formulated
• Conducted detailed shell-of-revolution analyses of SRB clevis-tang field joint
with and without capture tang and identified effects of tolerances on joint perfor-
mance
• Conducted shell-of-revolution analysisof filament-wound SRB transition section
and determined interlaminar stress trends
• Developed structural analysis model of filament-wound SRB ST-2A test and in-
itiated nonlinear analysis
• Studied effects of transverse-shear deformations on composite shear webs with
postbuckling behavior and determined that transverse-shear effects are more im-
portant for compressionpanels than for shear webs
• Multimode solution procedure developed for STAGS equivalence transforma-
tion and being verifiedwith simpleexamles.
• Failure analysis of strength-critical compression-loaded laminates with dropped
plies shown to be conservativeand need for improved failure analysisidentified.
• Effects of stacking sequence on postbuckling behavior of compression-loaded
curved composite panels identified. Stiffer laminates have less postbuckllng
strength reduction than softer laminates
RTR 505-63-01-09 Advanced Composite Structural Concepts
OBJECTIVE:
To develop verified composite structural concepts and design technology needed to real-
ize the improved performance, structural efficiency,and cost-effectiveadvantages offered
by new material systems and fabrication procedures for advanced-composite airframe
primary structural components.
FY 1988PLANS:
• Continue development and evaluation of new structurally-efficient composite
structures concepts
• Continue studies of structural tailoring and interleaving for stiffened panels and
high-aspect-ratio wingboxconcepts
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• Continue studies of the effects of filament winding and anisotropic effects on
composite shell structures
APPROACH:
in FY 1988 the main focus is on evaluating structurally-tailoredwing-box subcomponent
design concepts and thermoplastic panel concepts. Advanced structural concepts for
primary structures applications will be developed and evaluated for structural efficiency,
damage tolerance and improved performance. The effects of design constraints, such as
those imposed by aeroelastic tailoring and laminar flow requirements, will be included in
the design of new structural concepts for aircraft components. Mechanical and pressure
loads representative of wing and fuselage structural components will be considered. Struc-
tural mechanics issues peculiar to these new design concepts will be studied and selected
concepts evaluated experimentally.
MILESTONES:
• Fabricate two hat-stiffened panels from comingled graphite-PEEK thermoplas-
tic, October 1987
• Initiate optimum design studies of geodesic compression panels with damage-
tolerance constratins,November 1987
• Document SRB ET attachment ringjoint analyses,December 1987
• Complete design and evaluation of advanced concepts for high-aspect-ratio
aeroelastically-tailored transport wingsand define test specimens,February 1988
• Evaluate effects of cross-over patterns on filament-wound laminate strength for
panels with cutouts and impactdamage, June 1988
• Complete experimental study of effects of cutouts and impact damage on
postbuckling strength of composite shear webs,July 1988
• Conduct design and analysis studies of advanced-concept tapered spars and in-
itiate specimen fabrication, July 1988
• Conduct analytical and experimental correlation of structurally-tailored op-
timized stiffened panel and develop optimum design of stiffened panels with
holes, August 1988
• Complete experimental evaluation of filament-wound and pultruded multiwall
panels, August 1988
• Evaluate effects of stiffener run-out on compression strength of composite
panels, August 1988
• Evaluate new thermoplastic material forms for application to advanced struc-
tural concepts, September 1988
• Fabricate C-130 center wing box technology integration box beam, September
1988
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FY 1987ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
• Preliminary design of geodesic stiffened compression panel evaluated experimen-
tally and shown to be damage tolerant
• Multi-circuit filament-wound plates with holes determined to have lower com-
pressive strength than single-circuitfilament-woundplates
• Fluted-core panels with tw6 layers shown to be less structurally efficient than
panels with one fluded core layer
• Geodesic stiffened wing spar fabricated for C-130center wing box and specimen
to be tested to evaluate performance
• Simultaneous analysis and design methodology developed for buckling problems
and demonstrated for large-scale nonlinear problems
• Preliminary design procedure for structurally-tailored high-aspect-ratio forward-
swept wing developed and baseline design obtained
• Protection and detection system for low-speed impact damage developed and
being evaluated by testing
• Multi-wall panel subcomponents manufactured by filament winding and
pultrusion; specimens being prepared for testing
• Impact-damage tests on foam-core sandwich components for C-130wing box in-
dicate significantcore damage due to impactdamage and reduced strength
• Graphite-epoxy 3-stiffener wing plank for C-130 center wing box pultruded and
being prepared for testing; wing spar concepts fabricated and being evaluated by
tests. Blade-stiffened IM7/8851-7graphite-epoxycover panel being evaluated for
wing box design
• High-aspect-ratio wing graphite-epoxy stiffened panels with interleaving fabri-
cated and being prepared for damage-tolerance testing at LaRC
• Structural-efficiencystudy of composite wing rib concepts initiated
RTR 505-63-01-13 Structural Composites Augmentation (NRA)
OBJECTIVE:
To exploit the benefits of advanced composites for transcentury aircraft primary structural
applications by providing the enabling structures technology and the necessary scientific
basis for verified innovative structurally-efficient,cost-effectivestructural concepts.
FY 1988PLANS:
• Evaluate proposals and award contracts/grants for NRA-87-LaRC-2 for advanced
composite structural concepts
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APPROACH:
In FY 1988 the main focus is on development of innovative wing and fuselage subcom-
ponent concepts. Innovative structural concepts will be solicited by an NRA (NASA
Research Announcement). Concepts that exploit the benefits of advanced composites
and lend themselves to cost-effectivefabrication procedures will be developed for future
primary structures application and verified experimentally. Structural mechanics tech-
nologies will be developed including analysis,design and test methodologies for structural-
ly-tailored and structurally-efficient wing and fuselage components and subcomponents
with local gradients, discontinuities and complex mechanical and aerodynamic loadings.
Subcomponent interaction, failure mechanisms and analyses, damage tolerance and con-
tainment, buckling,postbuckling, and other nonlinear effects for these new structural con-
cepts will be studied analyticallyand experimentally. Scaling laws for composites will be
developed to enable research subscale laboratory models of wing boxes and fuselage
shells to be extrapolated to full-scaledesigns.
MILESTONES:
• Evaluate proposals for NRA-87-LaRC-2,January 1988
• Award contracts and grants for NRA-87-LaRC-2, March 1988
• Initiate design of advanced rib, spar, and cover panel concepts,April 1988
• Initiate design of structurally-tailoredsubscale advanced wing-box concepts, July
1988
• Initiate fabrication of subscale advanced rib, and cover panel concept specimens,
September 1988
• Initiate design of advanced fuselage frame and shell-wall concepts, September
1988
FY 1987ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
• FY 1988new start
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RTR 505-63-01 -1 0 Computational Structural Mechanics 
OBJECTIVE: 
To develop advanced structural analysis and computation methods that exploit advanced 
computer hardware and develop common generic software system for structural analysis. 
FY 1988 PLANS: 
o Demonstrate capability for globaVloca1 analysis 
o Select new, challenging focus problem(s) 
o Demonstrate parallel methods on NAS Cray 2 
Demonstrate portability of testbed processors across several MIMD computers 
Install SPARSPAK algorithms in testbed and apply to focus problems 
Assist in SRB (Solid Rocket Booster) analysis, as necessay 
APPROACH: 
In FY 1988 the main focus will be on upgrading initial testbed (NICEISPAR) and on 
developing analysis capability for multiprocessor computers. Methods research will em- 
phasize procedures that exploit multiple processor computers. To aid in the methods 
development research a testbed system will be created. It will consist initially of software 
for Langley's VAX, Cyber, and FLEX computers and will be installed on NAS and other 
powerful multiple processor computers for evaluating methods on large, complex 
problems. This software system will be aimed at the computers and aerospace structural 
analysis problems of the 1990's and beyond. 
MILESTONES: 
Assist NASA MSFC in structural analysis of SRB aft skirt, December 1987 
Couple graphics application package (e.g., PATRAN) with testbed. 
Demonstrate using color to clarify results of SRB analysis, February 1988 
Demonstrate capability for routine globalPoca1 analysis of composite structures, 
March 1988 
Demonstrate and evaluate parallel equation solvers and eigensolvers using 
testbed on NAS computers, April 1988 
Demonstrate parallel substructuring capability using testbed, May 1988 
o Use PISCES parallel environment to demonstrate portability of testbed proces- 
sors across several MIMD computers having different architectures. As part of 
this demonstration, evaluate parallel equation solvers and eigensolvers for struc- 
tures problems having at least 4000 DOF 
FY 1987 ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 
Task assignment contract for methods development, research testbed, and ap- 
plications studies awarded March 1987 
Demonstrated parallel equation solver and Lanczos eigensolver using testbed- 
generated system matrices for CSM focus problems. Documented results in 
SDM presentation and NASA publication 
Installation of UNIX version of testbed on NAS under way, and expect to solve 
large finite element problem 
' Documented SRB field joint analysis; aft skirt analysis under way 
e Preliminary 2-D globaVloca1 analysis technique developed for testbed 
e Developed promising parallel transient response algorithm based on new sub- 
structuring techniques. Method is unconditionally stable and shows improve- 
ments in computational speed even for single processor computers 
Developed a high-level, portable, and efficient parallel FORTRAN language 
(FORCE) that is running on the FLEX 20-processor computer and is being used 
for parallel algorithm research 
VII ACCOMPLISHMENT HIGHLIGHTS 

IMPACT DYNAMICS BRANCH 
EFFICIENT TIRE MODELING STRATEGY DElIONSTRATED 
Ahmed K. Noor, Carl M. Andersen, and John A.  Tanner 
Impact Dynamics Branch 
Ext. 2796 December 1986 
RTOP 505-63-41 WBS 25-2 Code RM 
Research Objective 
The objective of this research is to develop the computational structural mechanics technology necessary 
to analyze aircraft tire response to taxi, take-off, and landing operations. 
Approach 
This tire modeling strategy has three key elements: a) three-field mixed models having independent 
shape functions for stress resultants, strain components, and generalized displacements; b) operator - 
splitting of some of the matrices or vectors used in the finite element model to delineate the symmetric 
and antisymmetric contributions to the response; and c) application of a reduction method through 
successive use of the finite element method and the classical Rayleigh-Ritz technique. 
Accomplishment Description 
One of the most challenging applications of computational structural mechanics is the mbdeling of 
aircraft tire response to ground operations. 1n addition to the harsh environment to which a-tire is 
subjected, the tire itself is a composite structure composed of rubber and textile constituents which 
exhibits anisotropic nonhomogenous material properties as shown in the figure. These characteristics 
can make the cost of tire modeling prohibitive; hence, there is a need to develop modeling strategies 
P and analysis methods to reduce this expense. The modeling strategy was used to analyze the response of 
an anisotropic. tire subjected to uniform inflation pressure and localized loading. Operator splitting 
was used to generate approximation vectors for the orthotropic response, and these vectors were then 
used to generate the'anisotropic response of the tire. The accuracy and convergence of the solutions 
obtained by the new strategy and the Taylor series expansion are shown in the plot. The radial 
displacement of the center of the tire footprint WC predicted by the new strategy, denoted as the 
reduction method, and the Taylor series method are compared with the direct nonlinear finite element 
solution WC Dir for the same problem. The figure clearly indicates the greater accuracy and convergence 
rate for the new strategy. 
Siqnificance 
Increased accuracy and rate of convergence of this modeling strategy coupled with the ability to develop 
anisotropic solutions from approximation vectors generated from an-equivalent orthotropic problem will 
greatly improve the cost effectiveness of tire analyses. This strategy could be the foundation for a 
family of tire analysis tools being developed as part of the National Tire Modeling Program (NTMP). 
Future Plans 
This modeling strategy is being incorporated into the contact solution algorithms under development 
within the NTMP. Eventually, this strategy will be installed on the multiprocessor computer system 
which supports the ongoing computational structural Mechanics (CSM) activity at ~angley; 
- 
EFFICIENT 
Aircraft tire 
IIEATING IN YAWED ROLLING AIRCRAFT TIRES MODELED 
Richard N. Dodge and Samuel K. Clark 
University of Michigan 
William E. Ilowell 
Impact Dynamics Branch 
Ext 2796 f4ay 1387 
RTOP 505-63-41 
Code RM WBS 25-2 
Research Objective: 
The objectives of this research were to determine experimentally the heat generated in a yawed rolling 
aircraft tire and to.develop analysis tools that predict temperature distributions within the tire 
carcass and tread. 
Approach: 
A 40 x 14, 22 ply rating aircraft tire, instrumented with thermocouples in various carcass and tread 
locations, has been tested under low-speed, yawed rolling conditions on a 120-inch diameter dynamometer 
at WPAFB. Tests were conducted over a range of inflation-pressures, tire loads, and yaw angles that the 
tire might encounter during normal aircraft ground operations. The tire heating analytical model 
accounts for the damping characteristics of tire constituents and considers the nonhomogeneous 
characteristics of tire construction. The heat qeneration mechanism in the model includes the effects o 
cyclic stress changes in the carcass during rolling, cyclic shear stresses in the tread due to the 
steering effort, and frictional heating due to sliding in the tire-pavement interface. 
P 
h) Accom~lishment Descri~tion: 
Excessive heating is a major cause of aircraft tire failures, and tire designers are often hampered by 
the lack of inforhation that details the effects of operational conditions on tire temperature profiles. 
The figure shows typical measured and predicted temperature rise time histories for hn aircraft tire 
subjected to a low-speed, yawed-rolling test condition. The data indicate that after taxiing for 150 
seconds, temperatures along the tire centerline are about 20 degrees Fahrenheit warmer near the outer 
surface of the tread than along the inner surface of the carcass. The more rapid temperature rise in th 
tire tread is attributed to the frictional heating associated with the steering effort. The figure alsc 
shows good agreement between the measured and predicted temperature rises. This correlation suggests 
that the model can provide tire designers with meaningful insight into the various heat generation 
mechanisms that affect aircraft tire temperatures. 
Siqnificance: 
This computer model provides the tire designer wit11 an analysis tool to help develop cooler running 
aircraft tires. The code will be incorporated into the tire modeling algorithms under development for 
the National Tire Modeling Program. 
Future Plans: 
This heat generation model will be refined by incorporating more accurate material property data for tir 
constituents into the code and by using detailed information on tire footprint forces to describe the 
tread heating mechanism more accurately. 
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STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS BRANCH 
SPACE STATION PAYLOAD SI_IGLE POINT TRUSS ATTACHMENT SCHEME
ANALYZED TO DETERMINE ALLOWABLE PAYLOAD MASS
Mark Lake and Jon Ward
Structural Concepts Branch
Extension 2414 October 1986
RTOP 506-43-41 WBS 55-2
Code RM
Research Objective: To determine the allowable mass for a payload attached to the Space
Station truss at a single truss node for a range of attachment support distances.
Approach: A detailed finite element model of a section of the truss was developed with a rigid
member added to connect one node to a point mass representing the payload. Both the length of
the member (support distance of the payload) and the mass of the payload were varied. By
imposing a constraint on the value of the fundamental frequency of the payload, allowable mass
vs. payload attachment height is determined.
Accomplishment: On the Space Station small payloads, utility lines, and other small system
items may be attached to a single structural node. Thus it is desirable to determine ranges of
payload mass and single point attachment eccentricity subject to a constraint on the
fundamental frequency of the payload. Based on initial axial and bending tests performed on
current erectable hardware, the finite element model of the truss includes elements
representing the truss joints with 30% of the stiffness of the truss struts. The attached
figure shows a diagram of the proposed Space Station 5-meter truss with three payload
attachment distances (I, 3, and 5-meters) and the corresponding allowable payload masses.
These allowable masses were derived from the accompanying plot of fundamental frequency vs.
payload mass subject to the constraint that payload vibration frequencies be greater than
2.0 Ilz.The fundamental structural frequencies for Space Station are well below 2.0 Hz.
Keeping payload frequencies above this somewhat arbitrary value will tend to avoid structural
dynamic interactions between the structure and payload. A key result is that fairly large
masses (350 Ibs./160 Kg.) can be attached into a single node if they are located within one
meter of the structure.
significance: Attachment of payloads to one node only requires that motion of the payload be
resisted by bending of structural truss members attached to the node. Since a truss does not
carry local bending loads primarily, a requirement for single node attachment could lead to a
significant structural design impact.
Future Plans: Further analyses will be conducted on this concept as information on truss joint
characteristics and payload designs mature. In addition, tests on payload attachment hardware
will be performed, as hardware becomes available, to verify analyses.
5 METER ERECTABLE TRUSS CAN SUPPORT LARGE
PAYLOAD MASSES AT SINGLE ATTACHMENT POINT
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FIRST GENERATION ERECTABLF JOINT BENDING STIFFNESS QUANTIFIED
Hark Lake
Structural Concepts Branch
Extension 2414 November 1986
RTOP 481-32-23 WBS 55-2
Code R!4
Research Objective: To determine experimentally the static bending characteristics and
equivalent bending stiffness of an erectable joint subassembly.
.AL)_r_ooac!!:An aluminum joint subassembly col_sisting of a spherical node with two erectable
joints was tested to determine its bending characteristics. Sections of aluminum tubing were
attached to the two strut end fittings to allow effects of threaded interfaces between the
struts antithe fittings to be included. As a control specimen, a section of aluminum tubing
without the joint was tested also.
.AC_C_om.plishment:In truss structures of t11etype being considered for Space Station, local
4_ vibration and buckling in the members and eccentric application of loads to joints give rise t(
0o |)ending loads in truss members. Therefore understanding of the bending characteristics of tru."
joints is mandatory for realistic design. As shown in the attached figure, the erectable join,
considered herein was cantilevered at one end and statically loaded at the other end to produc,
bending defor,,ations. The load-cleflection curve in the accompanying plot shows non-linear
stiffness behavior and a maximum hysteresis width of about 0.2 inch. It is believed that the
threaded interfaces between the joint fittings and the struts are responsible for most of the
hysteretic behavior shown. This behavior might be improved through revision of the thread
design. Using a linear regression of the dicta an _quivalent bending stiffness (EI) for the
joint section was calculated to be 0.86 x i0- (ib-in-). This is approximately 25 percent of tl
bending stiffness of the aluminum tube used as a control specimen (2.0 in - O.D., 0.125 in
thickness), and about 12 percent of tilepredicted bending stiffness of Space Station truss
members.
_ig!!L[i_c__nc_e_.LAccurate prediction of local behavior in the Space Station truss structure
depends on understanding of bending characteristics of truss joints. Further, in an effort tc
simplify analysis, performing tests on early generation hardware can aid in the evolution of a
joint design wllichbehaves linearly.
_FkltorePlans: Similar tests will be conducted on improved hardware to aid in design evolution.
Additionally, analysis of local structural performance with joint effects included will be
performed.
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VIM'_TIOI/ COtl;CRO[, ItE'I'IIOI) IItV£S'PIGATED FOR SPACE STATION
Ilarold G. P,ush John It. Se_ak.
Structural Concepts Branch Lockheed Hissiles and Space Co.
RTOP 506-43-41 Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Ext. 2498 February 1987 408-743-0132
Code I_.t,! WIJS 55-2
Research Ol)iectlve: Investigate tile appl'icabi]ity of passive damping devices for structures
(-haracterized by highly distributed low st_'_l[llenergy such as Space Station.
.A.l_[_r_qoach:Use passive vibration absorbers to dL'aW energy to the damper. Apply and extend
classical absorber design and optim[zation techi%iques to multl-mode/multi-degree of Creedom
systems. Apply modern control theory and pat'ametric optimization techniques to generate
opti,.,aldamper tuning laws.
Acco,,plj_Z_l,,entDescr| t_[o_: A new tuning method for vibration absorbers l,as been developed.
The design process for the general optimization problem Is formulated as a linear output
Ln feeclback control problem via tiledevelopmetlt of a feedback control canonical form The designo
variables are expressed as contl-ol galas, and tile analytical techniques of feedback control
theol'?, both classical and modern, are applied to absorber design. A nonlinear parameter
optimization method is developed and applied to an output feedback formulation of tile vibration
dampillg problem. Classical dynamic models at-e extended to investigate the effects of absorber
placement, existing structural damping, and absoL'ber cross-coupling oi% tile optimal design
synthesis. An uncoupled dynamic optimization teclul[que is developed which allocates the
absorber mass budget over multiple absorbeL-s illo[-der to optimally damp the transient response.
_ig!_Ificance: The tuned vibration absorber shows promise for Space Station vibration control.
't'hedevices were applied to tile micro-g and pointing problems on tile NASA dual keel Space
station. The opti,,,allydamped transient pitching [-esponse of tlle earth pointed boom (i.e.,
poiilting problem) is compared to tile open loop response in tile attached figur@. ']'he combined
total mass of these devices was limited to Ll_o pet-cent (2316 Ibm) of tlle prima'ry modal mass of
tilestation. Ho(lal damping levels in t!le railge of 10-20 percent were achieved with two tuned-
mass dampers. One damper (2281 Ibm) was located .on tile transverse section o_ th.e lower boon,,
and tlle otl_er dan,per (35 Ibm) was located at the Lip of tlle outermost solar array. 'Pile
i}otentJal damping performance improvement obtaiiled through tile use of tuned-mass dampers on
ligl,U|y-dalnped structures (see f[gttre) |lerits co_isideratlon of their use on Space Sta_lon. For
Space Station applications, tiledyne,airs and tile low strain energy involved dictate a low
frequency, low stroke, space-qualified design. A possible choice would be a magnetic device
t/ith iio mov[n;J"parts.
l.'ut:ureP|ans: Couduct preliminary hardware design of absorber concepts. Construct and test
h[_['d%_aL-e COllcepts.
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TECHNICAL IIIGHLIGHT
WEIGHT EFFICIENT IN-LINE BOLTED JOINT FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
SOLID ROCKET MOTOR CASE SEGMENTS SUCCESSFULLY DEMONSTRATED
, John T. Dorsey, Peter A. Stein, and Harold G. Bush
Structural Concepts Branch
Ext. 2892, 2414, and 2498 March 1987
RTOP 506-43-41
Code RM WBS 55-2
Research Objective: The purpose of the research is to investigate the feasibility of an In-line
bolted joint which can be used to join case segments of the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
(SRM). The primary objective is to determine if a joint can be designed which remains closed in
the vicinity of the O-rings during SRM firing such that the O-rings are never required to track
moving surfaces. Efforts are also made to improve on an initial joint design which had
excessive weight.
A_Dproach: Finite element models of the joint are constructed using three-dimensional solid
elements. The contact problem between mating case joint flanges is investigated using nonlinear
contact elements. Parametric studies are performed to assess the changes in joint structural
performance resulting from changes in design variables.
Accomplishment Description: A design for the in-line bolted joint concept has been developed
(shown on the left side of the figure) which meets the primary objective of keeping the joint
closed at the O-rings, while maintaining acceptable stress levels and minimizing weight.
Parametric studies indicate that, in general, minimum weight is obtained by using; i) the
smallest stud size practical (as shown on the right side of the figure), 2) the smallest offset
between the stud centerline and shell wall centerline, and 3) the smallest values of flange and
gusset thickness practical. The 180-1" stud design shown in the chart has a weight penalty
which is only 346 Ibf (per joint) greate r than the proposed capture tang fix.
Siqnificance: A weight efficient in-line bolted joint for the space shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
(SRM) case segments is successfully designed to have no gaps at the O-ring locations during the
entire SRM firing.
Future Plans: Material will be more efficiently tailored at the top of the alcove to reduce
hoop stiffness £n that area and allow the height of the alcove to be reduced. Both refinements
in the design are anticipated to improve performance and reduce weight.
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TECIINICAL HIGIILIGHT
STRUCTURAL CONCEPT FOR A SPACE-BASED SOLAR CONCENTRATOR
W. B. Fichter
Structural Concepts Branch
Ext. 3596 June 1987
506-43-,|1
Code RM WBS 55-2
Research Objective: Projections of Space Station electrical power requirements have emphasize
tl]eneed for high-efficiency, high-output generation capability. This research seeks to asses
the feasibility of meeting a significant portion of the Space Station's power needs with solal
reflectoF/concentrators.
hRproach: Through a contract with Astro Aerospace Corporation, with John M. Hedgepeth as
Principal Investigator, existing concepts for high-efficiency reflector surfaces were examined
with emphasis on surface accuracies required to yield concentration ratios of 1,000 to 3,000.
Also studied were the costs associated with achieving high collector efficiency, e.g.,
fabrication, ground testing, and surface adjustment.
Accomplishment Description: A new configuration which addresses these cost issues is shown
schematically in the figure. It consists of a deployable Pactruss backup structure on which
identical, stiff, spherically curved reflector panels are mounted after deployment in space.
The use of identical panels lowers fabrication costs, and the accuracy losses associated with
the non-paraboloidal panel shapes are mitigated by optimal orientation of all panels.
Analytical results suggest that, with reasonable pointing errors, the concept is capable of
concentration ratios exceeding 2,000.
Sj_gl!i[ficance: The concept's high efficiency and high vibration frequencies make it worthy of
further study as an attractive power generation option for the Space Station.
Future Plans: Currently under consideration is a more detailed study of the relationship
between cost and required concentrator precision. An important feature of such a study would
be a comparison between the truss-supported and self-supporting panel concepts.
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NEW FRE(_JE_CY-DOHAItl EIGE_ISYSTEH REALIZAF[ON Ai.CO_ITtlH
(ERA-FD) IHPROVES HODAL PARAHETER IDENTIFICATION
Jer-Nan Juang and Illdeto Suzuki
Structural Dynamics Branch
Ext. 2881 November 1986
RTOP 506-43-51
Code IIH _FBSh2-1
Research Objective
The objective is to provide proof of concept for an Identification technique In the Frequency domain for large
flexible structures, and to expose the close conceptual connection between tlme domain and frequency domain approaches
to identification o£ modal parameters for linear dynamic systems.
Approach
A frequency domain etgensystem realization algorlthm, via transfer functions, Is developed using a known procedure
formulated For the time domain EIgensystem Realization A18orltlun (ERA), vla free decay measurement data. Since the
formutatlons of these two methods are closely related, the frequency domain technique will be referred to as the
Elgensystem ReaLization Algorlthm In Frequency Domain (ERA-FD). Transfer Functions are the basic elements for the
ERA-FD, which form a complex brock matrix. Through the use or'the complex block matrix and the slngular value
decomposition, a linear model is realized for a dynamic system matehlng the transfer function. The realized model is
then transformed Into modat space for modal parameter Identification. As part of ERA-FD, accuracy indicators, namely,
output modal amplitude coherence and modal spectrum coherence are developed. Important Features In the frequency
t_ domain analysis Include overlap averaging and windowing. The overlap averaging Is used to smoqth the transfer
function for the compLex block matrix, while the windowing is used to concentrate the analysis on the frequency range
of interest. For Illustration of the algorlthm, examples are shown using sImulated data and experimental data from a
truss structure.
Aecompllshment Description
The test article, shown In the Figure, Is a 26.25 ft by 3.75 ft flexible truss structure. The structure is suspended
from the top using several Long cables attached to the top member elements.. Results are shown from a preliminary
-dynamic test of the truss structure conducted by exciting the structure with random signals. Frequency response
functions were measured using eight aceelerometers distributed over the test artLole. Three-dtmensIonal spectra of
these measurements are shown In the lower part of the fLgure. Each spectral peak represents one or more modes of the
structure. The difference of the amplltude of each peak corresponding the sensor loeatlon shows approxlmate]y the
mode shape. After being averaged according to the procedure developed, peak_ are detected and a window 13 _et for
each peak. In this ease eleven windows are set. The Identified modes are thought to be good estimate3 of the real
modes because they are in close agreement with spectral peak and have very high accuracy Indicators.
Significance i
The ERA-FD requires much less computation and Storage than time domain techniques. The method is very promlslng for
use in orbit measurements with a smaLL fllght computer.
Future plans
Further development Is required to Improve the practieallty of the method. The computer program will be documented
for publlc use.
NEW FREQUENCY-DOMAIN EIGENSYSTEM
(ERA-FD) IMPROVES MODAL PAF
Improvements
• Direct solution without curve fitting
• Applicable with high damping
• Multi-input and muJti-output capability
• Narrowwband analysis
• Lower computation and storage
requirements 7
• Works with forced systems
(not free-decay)
Truss
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FEASIBILITY OF SCALING STRUCTURAL JOINTS FOR AN ERECTABLE SPACE STATION
Paul E. HeGowan
Structural Dynamics Branch
Extension 3615 January 1987
RTOP 482-53-53 WBS q2-I
Code |tH
Research Objective: To examine the feasibility of geometrieally sealing structural Joints applicable to an
erectable Space Station and predletln_ their behavior" aeeordlng to replica sealing laws.
Approach: An Interim Joint design for an erectable Space Station was selected as the basis for the scaling
studle_. Joint. specimen were fabrleated under contract at I/3 and I/4 scales by geometrIcally sealing from
the £u11 scale Joint. Certain full scale £eatures could not be practically scaled within the scope of this
study (i.e., machining tolerances, screw threads). Statie tests were conducted on full and sub-scale Joints
at appropriately scaled test conditions. Joint axial stiffness was calculated based on the measured load-
deflection test data.
Aecompllshment Description: Relatlvely good correlatlon between tileresults o£ the sub-scale and gUll-scale
tests was achieved considering the quality o£ replication. Shown In the attached figure are the scaled axial
c_ stiffness values measured for the various joints as a percentage of the average full scale silliness. The
test data showed there is appreciable _catter in tile measured axial sti£fness among each size ofJoint
(depicted as the shaded areas in the graph). This Is probably due to variability in maehinlng tolerances £rom
Joint to joint leading to misallgnment of mating surfaces and variability in preload Introduced when
assemblln8 the Joint. It Is realistic that a certain amount o£ scatter be present, yet, In practice, It can
be reduced by more stringent quallty control over the fabrleatlon proeess. TheoretIeally If the sub-scale
Jolnts are completely replicated the axial stlffness should scale llnearly with the scale factor. Thus, a
one-fourtll scale Joint would have one-fourth the axlal stiffness of the full scale Joint. It was'found that
the average stif£ness of tilesealed Joints appropriately multlplled by the theoretical scale factor were close
to the predicted value based on repllca seallng laws. The one-thlrd and one-fourth scale Joints were about 8%
and 18% lower respectively than the predicted values. A major factor In the difference Is attributed to the
tolerances whleh were not sealed. The I/3 scale joints could be maehlned with tolerances more like the full
scale, thus they performed better.
Significance: A major challenge In eonduetlng a successful test-analysis program on a scale model of Space
Station Is our abillty to fabricate sub-scale joints whlet_behave according to replica scaling laws. This
initial attempt to scale Joint stiffness is extremely eneouraglng and indlcates that with Improved manufac-
turing precision the stiffness of the full scale can be replicated down to 1/4 scale. These results also
emphasize that scaling is more practical with larger seale models where the maehinlng process can be better
controlled.
Future Plans: Replication o£ a more current erectable joint design with tighter control over the maehlning
toleranees will be attempted. Comparisons of joint damping are belng investigated and dynamic testing is
planned for more accurate correlations. Analytlcal models which describe the nonlinear Joint behavior are
being developed.
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ITRANSIENT RESPONSE A[,GORITIIH FOIl NONI,iNI;AI1 STRUCTURES HA(;NIFII_S SPEED "GAIN
ON PARAt,bEb COHPUTEIIS
derrold Ft. llou_ner
Structural Dynamics Branch
3055 April 1987
IITOP 506-I13-5 l
Code IIH WBS 112-I
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE: Develop new computational algorithms to achieve tul[ potential of parallel
supereomputers In predicting nonlinear transient struetural response.
APPROACII= HuLtl-proeessor supereomputers offer a 8real potential for speeding up numerteal analyses of
eomplex structural dynam|es and control systems. This potential can be Lapped either by parallel
computations .using existing methods or by developing new computational methods tailored for multi-processor
supereomputers. In the former ease, the best performance possible ts a one-to-one gain in eomputatlona.t
speedl that Is; N processors would perform the computations N times as fast. in the latter ease, however,
even greater gains In computational speed are attainable when the operations of the processors are nearly
Independent of one another.
o
ACCOHPGISIIHENT DESCRIPTION= A new method for multi-processor supereomputers has been developed under grant
FJ to Brown University. The new method utilizes a non-conventional substructuring procedure for finite element
transient analysIs, Substruoturing provides a natural means to divide computational tasks by alloeattng a
proeessbr to indlvidual subdomatns o£ the structure. IE the conditions of comparability between the
subdomalns are satisfied In a eonventiona[ manner, (e.g., via constraints or Lagrangtan multipliers), then
the the potentIaI gain In computational speed would be proportlonal to the number of proeeosor3 used. This
Is shown In the aeoompanying chart by the curve labeled "conventIonal 3ubstructurIng". llowever, tn the new
method an inertial rule is used to satls£y the InterFace conditions between the subdo_atns. This allows each
processor to operate Independently during a time step of the trans[ent anaIysis. At the end o£ the time
step, the [nertlal rule weights the independent proeessor results o£ each subdomatn to achleve Interface
eompatability. The tnertial rule is not arbitrary, but Is the onty one eonslstent with the equations o£
motion. The two curves labeled "2-D" and "3-D Structures_' Indicate the potential gain [n computational speed
with the new method, in addition the new method possesses uncondItIonal numerical stability; a valuable
asset in structural"dynamics algorithms.
SiGNiFiCANCE= Hulti-proeessor supereompute6s offer potential for aehteving the required efriclency for.
complex future aerospace structures. The transient algorIthm discussed herein should prove a significant
means of aeh[eving that efficiency.
FUTURE PLANS= Incorporate the method Into the testbed of the Computational Structural Mechanics (CSH)
research program.
• . . • . .
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COFS-I ANALYSES SIIOWADEMJATE ACTUA'rOI! PEIIFOIIHANCE FOIl
EIASELINE DESIGN
Lueas G. Ilorta
Structural Dynamics Branch
Ext. 2"118 July 1987
RTL)I_ 5q2-O6-11
Code IIH WBSII2-1
OBJECTIVE: The Control o£ Flexible Strueture'_(COFS) program depends on the proper performance of excJtat[on/
control actuators to FuI£II[ the mission objectives. Tl_e baseline experiment requires excitation (to a
measurable level) and damping of the 60-meter truss-beam. The obJeetIve of tlltswork Is to evatuate the
contraetor-desJsned system Inoludln8 a detailed representatlon o£ the actuators, actuator control electronics
and truss beam dynamics.
APPIIOACII: An .Interdisciplinary analysis was conducted using 16 modes From a detailed rlnite element model o£
the truss-beam. The actuators, whlcllare basically lumped masses movln8 on ltnea}" tracks, were modeled using
a Flrtl_-ordersystem. Posltton and acceleration sensors, on the movln8 masses are used to control proper
Input/output operation. Actuator models Included current and Input saturation llmlts, position sensor
quanttzatton effects and physical stops which limit stroke.
ACCOMPL[SIIHENTS: The deslsn of the actuator controller has proven to be a major task, Ftrstp the actuators
o_
4_ are stroke limited to 15 em and ? cm (tlp and Intermediate stations on the beam respeettveIy). Second, they
are Force (current) limited to 30 N and 15 N. TliIrd, tlletrInteraction with the beam when they are not in use
must be kept to a mIntmum and, Fourth, the actuator" electronics must be ImpIementable wlth analog componenLs
only. T.hephysics OF the actuators dlctates that stroke limits the desIsn at'low Frequencies whereas Force is
the limiting Factor For ht£h Frequenetes. A compromise was reached where these two ('actors were blended Into
a unified des[sn. The Flsure shows simulation results For both excitation and da.mplngo£ the First bending
mode of the beam. InItla[Iy the actuators at the tlp are commanded to produce a 10 em sInusoIdal motion For
55.5 see and then switched to producing a damping Force proportional to the veIoclt¥ at the actuator location.
The Iert hand plots show the commands to the actuators and ,those on the rIght sllow the resulting stroke For
the tlp actuator and the actuator at bay 28. The lower pier shows tlletlp response as a l'unctIonel" tlme.
The actuators Follow the commanded Input very well until a saturation limit is encountered. When thls occurs
the Input slgnaI Is clipped to an acceptable level. Observe that the tlp aetuatorwas prevented From
contaetlng the 15 cm physical stop. The actuator displacement For bay 20 shows the effect o£ the + I mm
measurement quanttzatlon. ThIs quanttzatton also results In undesirable Force spikes (not shown) whtcl_-Is an
area needing Improvement. "The sImuIatton show's,the adequacy of the actuator controller to excite and damp the
beam to satisfy the baseline requirements.
SI(2(I£[CANCE: Confidence In the ability to pert'orm the COFS-I baseline experiments Is Improved.
FUTUIIE WORK: Perform parametric studles to optimize tlledesIsn parameters. Assess excitation Ievels within
the physical constralnts o£ the system. [niestIsate the effects of tlme delay and model truncation errors on
the system stability.
COFS-I ANALYSESSHOWADEQUATEPERFORMANCE
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INITIAL TEST IiESULTS FOilTIIEHINI-HAST
(20-HE'rERSI'I{USSBEAH)
Luoas G. Ilorta and Garnett C. Ilorner
Structural I)ynamics Branch
Ext. 2738/2817
Rtop 542-06-11 August 19/37
Code IIH WaS 42-1
OBJECTIVES: To learn how to test errielently thls type or large truss structure, to relate component testing
(Joints and tubes) to the overall behavior o£ the structure, and to update the associated analytIoal model
based on experimental data, as necessary.
APPIIOACII: The Structural Dynamies Branch Is condueting tests on a deployable, 2S-meter truss-beam known as
the Mini-Hast. The stowed structure Is about 5 % or the £ully-deployed 20 m length. A total o£ III titanium
Joints are used In deploying the 18-bay structure. To minimize the effect or instrumentation on the truss
beam, non-contacting proximity probes are used tO measure dlsplaeements. One probe is located at each reflex
o(" the triangular cross sections to measure dlsplacements. The sensed data Is Lhen transformed to a globa}
eoordlnate system to recover the displaeements at each bay. Bending and axial strain gages are used to monitor
the member forces on the flrsL two bays. The structure is'supporLed on three load eells which measure the
reaction forces at the base. The structure was statically loaded at the tip o£ the beam by a cable-pulley-
weight arrangement. Impart testing was used For the initial dynamic test.
ACCOHPLISIIMENTS: Initial testing o£ the beam includes verification of the measurement system whlcll is, in
Itself, a m_Jor task. The data aoquisltton program reads 51 probes each time to recover tile motion for 17
bays. The figure depicts a sketch of the truss beam overlayed on a picture of the Dld 8. 1293D test tower to
show "Its relative size. The beam is supported at the base and loaded at tile tIp wlth 5 lbs. The right lland
plot shows the measured deflection (elreles) of the CG and the solid llne shows the predleted values from the
£1nite element model as a runotlon o£ the bay number. The analytIoal model appears to be stiffer than tlle
measured response. To examine the.fidellty of tlie finite element model a dynamie test was performed. The
beam was impacted with a rubber hammer at a point seven bays above the base support and data From 15 probes
was analyzed. Because of the low energy imparted to the beam, only the first three modes were identified.
The Identlried modal frequencies and damping values are shown in the table along with the predicted values;
Initial results show good agreement in the rrequeneles for the bending modes. The torsion mode is higher than
the predicted value. The measure modal damping is below ] %.
SIGNIFICANCE: The work shows the fideIIty of the 20--meter deployable truss beam when ComDared to the existl,lg
analytical model and the eapabIllty or the existing measurement, in addition, this Joint dominated sLructure
exhibited low damping values, an indicator o£ high quality o£ tlle Joints.
FUTUIIE PLANS: Examine several statie loading conditions to verify and update the finite element model
stlr/'ness matrlx; Incorporate component test data into the analytical model to Improve prediction of the
measured behavior." Conduct a detailed modal survey of the truss beam using multi=shaker excitation to update
tile analytical model using the {node shapes and frequencies.
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NEW DEVELOPHEN'fS ADD VEIISA'rlL[TY TO SYS'rEH IDENTIFICATION
11¥ EIGEIIS¥S'i'EH III'ALIZA'I'IO|i ADGOIIITIIH (EllA)
J or-lien Juang
Structt,ral Dynamics nraneh
ExL. 21}81 AugusL 198"1
irroP 5o6-q]-bt
Code IIH HUS 112-1
IleseaPQh ObJt_et I ve
"l'llt: l'il'St objective or thl,a r'eseareh 13 to develop Improved methods /,or analyzing measured dynamic data to estimate
dynamic i)ropertle '_, I .e. modal parallletersj SUCII _t:.l daml){ng , natural /,requeneles, mode shapes and modal partlclpaLlon
I'actor:J. "rile ._econd objective Is co develop a untitled illaLhemal, leal /,ramework to treat, modal parameter ldenLtl'leaLlon so
a_ to a_llleve all I.tegrated undurstandtng of tile /,Ield o£ modal testing.
Afq_f'oaen
All Llle itleLIlOd_ ('or" fllodal parameter ldent,l/,lcatlofi in LIIu r_Lruetures /,leld sLart with ulther tile frequency-based
I.i-an_/,er |'l.lnOEion matrix or tile tlllle-based |'cue-decay reSpOli'aes. Tile knowledge of either tile transfer function matrix
or /,j'ee-deeay i'eSl)onse3 mare's It possible to eon'_LrueL a d,_t.a matrix as Llle basis rot the realization o/, a sLaLe space
dl_}ureLu-Li,le model. "l'llu ha,ale development of Llie sLaLe-spaee-modul realization from nol-,ae-Ereu dale Is attributed to
Iio and Kalmal-i wile Introduced ILhe llnport.ant principles o£ IIl|llllllUm ruallzaLlon theory. The meLhodology has. been recently
o,_ modified illld substantially exlunded tO develop the Etgensy_tem Ileallzal;lorl Algorithm (EllA) for Identifying modal
CO i);q'afllel_er'J /','Oil| noltty n|ealluPemenlL dale. Hlnilnum reallzaLlon means a model witla the slnallest, sl;ate space dimension among
po_lslble LlySt(21113 Ilav|n_. tile same tnput-'.our.put relations. /111 minimum realLzattons have tile same set o/, eLgenvalues
wliluli are modal parameters of tile system itself. Applying LI/e mathe,natlcat operation of =ingular value decomposition to
tile data mar.fix0 a _tate upaed representation Is realized, yielding the t,_odal parameter-q which match Ule trans/,er
I'uneLlon-_ oP Lhe free-decay r'espoti_es o/, the .qysLem.
Aeeompllsllment Description
The _olld Lheor'etleal and metllodologleal /,oundatlons or modern controI_ analyuis lu combined with the extensive
experiment;at knowledge /,ro(n tl;e modal testing /,luld. Sevel'al variations or Ll_e Ella method for modal parameter
lde_=Lll'leaLlon, sl_ow=t In the ellarL, have been derived usl==g 'JysLem realization tlleory. Transl'er funoLions are tile basle
ulemeHL_ rot the l'requeney-domaln EllA, wherea-q LI_e oilier' met.hods u-_e tile /,rue decay responses. The el}sloe o£ meLllod:l
call he made largely on Lhe basis o/, the /,lnaI purl)OUU of Ll_e ldenLl/,leal;lon° suell as mathematical model Improvement or
on-Lille control o/, /'lexible structures. All meLhods havu been al_own to work well on simulated and Lest data. There are
it nu/llbel' of tll/`/,urent Important /,eatures /,or eaell ii|eLliod. The relations between di/,ferent I;eclintques Ilavu been
explained and well correlated using system realization lllebry, providing a basis and Insight for comparison and
evilluaL I oil.
Slgnl/,ieanee
'l'l.'ougll eo=,,blng teelmology from tile fields or eonLrol and str-uetural dynamics, the diverse field o/, modal parameter
ldentlrleaLlon Iu moving towards more uni/,leatton. A eo0m}on basts, via -_y-_Lem realization theory, Is found to explain
itlltl LO .JoleeL rrOlll, tile myra|d o/" possible teel|nl(lUeS.
lTliLLit f2 plan3
The co,npuLer programs for all Ella uletliodzi will be documented £or public use. Furtller comparison and evatuaLion of tile
EII/I melhod:_ _tltll oLher existing reel;hods _III be made.
NEW DEVELOPMENTS ADD VERSATILITY TO SYSTEM
IDENTIFICATION BY EIGENSYSTEM REALIZATION .ALGORITHM (ERA)
"_',_cation* Free Forced Small On-line Rapid High
Algorithm _ Decay Response Computer Analysis Accuracy
OriginalERA X X X
'=" Frequencydomain X X X
ERA
Recursive ERA X X X
Data correlation X X X
ERA
*Assumesnoisy data
ANALYSIS OF BEAM VIBRATION CONTROL USING EXTENSIBLE TRUSS LINKS
Garnett C. Horner llarry II. Hobertshaw
Structural Dy[lamtcs Branch VirgLnla PoLytechnic institute
HTOP 506-43-51 and State University
Ext. 2817 Blacksburg, VA 24060
Code RM WBS 42-I 703-961-7196
SEPTEMBER 1987
Research Objective
To evaluate the potentlal of active extenslble llnks for vibration attenuation of truss-type structures.
Approach
A computer simulation of the control of a planar beam continuum attached to a truss composed of active exten-
sibie links has been conducted using physically realizable constants and concepts. The beam continuum was
discretized using a three-mode Rltz expansion; thu active-bay, consisting of ball screws driven by motors, was
modeled as a collection lumped elements. The equations o£ motion are derived for large angle motion but were
iinearlzed for this initial study. Control Laws were generated for this muLti-input system using an tQf{
"_ optimal approach
Accomplishment Description
The simulations of this Linearized model have ._l_own the potential I'or excellent vibration control of the
structure attached to the active bay. Calculation of the effective damping ratio for first-mode vibrations
sl_ows an increase or" the damping ratio oI" this mode from an uncontrolled value of O.014 to a controlled value
of 0.62. The beam continuum has been modeled assuming no inllerent damping; the uncontrolled value of 0.014
results from the open-Loop interaction between the motor3 and the structure. It has also b_en found that
there are optimal open-loop oombinat|ons of prIme-mover (motor) characteristics and beam continuum character-
istics. This effect has not been taken advantage of in this work. The control simulation_ show that the
planar actuator motions are relatlvely small thus demonstrating the high authority that this actuator seems to
I]ave on the structure attached to It.
Signi fleance
The concept of an active-bay actuator for controlling structural vibrations has been demonstrated tllrough
simulation. Thls concept of vibration has much promise in l'uture applications.
Future Plans
Thls concept will be demonstrated experimentally in a planar test rig. AdditionaLly, the analysis of a three-
dimensional truss actuator will be carried out as well as experimental investigation of a different concept
called the active geodesic truss.
i
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ASSESSI.IEIITOF f)AFIAGETOL[RAIICEAlfl)RESII)UAI.SIR[IIGTIIOF PRVT SPAR AIIDCOVER-SKIN SPECIFIFIIS
Osvaldo F. Lopez
Structura] I.lecha,tics Ih'anch, SI)D
Ext. 3179 Octoher 191,16
IIIOP!;3,I-01;-23
Code I{H _.IIIS5(_-1
Research objective
i_T-d_Le_G_ii_e-t_-e--effects of Impact damage and long-term durdhility testing on the structural response of large graphite-
epoxy ,li_cra/L stt'uctural spar and cover-skill compoll(:nLs.
APlJroach . "
rli;a--L_Ck'lleed Corpora. lion fabrlcated 22 cover-skin panels and 22 spars for the IIASA/ACEE L-IOll vertical fin Productloll
lleadiness Verification Test (PRVT) progra,,1. Ten of each cu,,puIlent were statically tested to fallure to provide coI_trol
(_r reference (laLa. the remaining specimens were placed in environmental cha,l_ers and subJected to SO and 20 years oi:
Slmulatud flight service conditions. Eighteen of the conditioI,ed specimens were statically tested to failure at Langley
llesearch Center. lleven tests were conducted, to deLermi_me tile el_lects of simulated flight service on residual strength,
,ind seven impact tests v_ere conducted to assess the ellects of damage on structural response.
Accomp1isl,ment l)escription
l'l_e al_[-,_c.'h-e-_-c[i:_Ft---Fl1t-Tst-rates the results of impact a,ld residual strength tests. The upper photograldlS show a typical
spar specimen constructed of T300/5200 graphlte-el)oxy tape and a typical failure mode. Fal|ure was caused by lucal
(h.l;,minations _hich initiated aL the edge of the middle access hole and subsequently propagated to both edges of the
specimen. Plotted on the right are the results oi: the impact and residual strength tests for the spar specimens. The
lirst graph rep,'esents the failure loads of I0 control specim_:ns. The remalning gral}hS show the failure loads at the
conditi(_ned alld the i,upact-(lamaged specimens. file spar slJeci,_(:ns were i,_,l)acted either at the edge el tile ,iiiddle access
hole or in the lleb between stiffeflers. ISle results iii(licaLe that tile conditioned SlleCililellS and Llie (hsiiiaged slleciiue_is
failed withln the average failure load of the control speci,,ens.
She lower idlotographs show a typical cover-skln panel constructed of T300/520fl graphlte-epoxy tape and a typical failure
mode. lailure occurred due to large postbuckling deformatiul,s _vhich caused the center stiffener to separate from the
skin and propagate the resulting damage across the speci,,en. Plotted on the right are the results of the impact and
residual st,'ength tests ('or the cover-skin specimens, ll,e first graph represe_ts the failure loads for ten control
specimens. 11,e remainlng graphs show the failure loads for the conditioned and the Impact-damaged specimens. She
cover-panel specimens were impacted in the skill between stil:feners. The results Indicate thaL the condltloned sl)eCl,_lens
and damaged specimens failed within the average fi, ilu,'e load of tile conLro] specimens. Whell a cover-skill specimen i_.,s
i,_pacted at the stiffener flange, a 50 percent reduction i_ failure load occurred.
Si 9nl ficance
She re.l-t-s--of the P[IVT test program Indlcate no'strength degradation due to simulated fllght servlce conditions.
l,,pact-da,,lage test results show the spar compone_iLs to I)(: damage tolerant while the cover-skin panels showed strength
(legraddtion due [o impact damage.
FuLL,re Plans
]:o-c-on_l-_;cL--,_nalytical studies of both spar an(l cover-ski,_ panel specimens using a finite element procedure.
ASSESSMENTOF DAMAGETOLERANCE
OF PRVTCOVERAND
L-1011VerticalFin FailureMode
.-1011 Cover-SkinPanel F_ Mode
2-D GLOBAL/LOCAL ANALYSIS PERFORMED USING CSM TESTBED
Norman F. Knight Jr. and Susan L. McCleary
CSM Group, SMB PRC Kentron
Ext. 4892
January 1987
RTOP 505-63-31
Code RM WBS 56-3
Research Objective
To developmethodology for a 2-D global/local analysis capability within the CSM Teatbed.
App__r_o_c b_
A complete finite element analysis is performed using tile global model shown on the upper left side of the figure. A spline interpolation
is used to impose displacements at the boundary of tile local model (shown at the bottom left side of the figure) based on the static
displacements of the region of the global model shown in the middle left side of the figure. A local 2-D solution is then obtained based
on the imposed displacement boundary conditions from the global 2-D solution. Two computational processors have been installed
in the CSM Testbed for a 2-D global/local capability. The first processor, SPLN, form_ the spline coefficient matrix while the second
processor, INTS, performs tile point-by-point interpolation 'of tile global solution to the boundary conditions of the local model.
--a
Accomplishment Description
For a large, thin, isotropic plate with a small central hole of radius ro, subject to uniform, uniaxial, tensile stressj _o, elasticity
theory shows that the stress concentration factor will have a value of three at the edge of the hole and will vary with distance from
tile hole as shown by the solid curve in tile graph (at the right aide of the figure). The global solution (represented by the solid
circles in the graph at the right of the figure) provides good agreement with the elasticity solution in the far field but very poor
agreement in the region near the hole; errors in the hole region are in excess of 32_. This global solution is used to define imposed
displacement boundary conditions for the local model using the spline interpolation processors. The reaultlng local solution predicts
stress concentration factors (represented by the open circles in tile graph at the right of the figure) within 2.5% of the elasticity
solution in the neighborhood of the hole.
S_jgnificance
This approach for a 2-D global/local analysis capability provides an accurate prediction of the stress distribution near a discontinuity
using a local finite element model. To achieve this same degree of accuracy, a global model would have to be comparably refined,
not just in the region of the hole, but also away from the hole. The solution of such a large global finite element model would be
extremely expensive in terms of computer resources.
Future Plans
Testing of the 2-D global/local methods will be carried out on composite laminates and extensions for a 2-D/3-D transition will be
made. The analysio will be made routine by developing criteria'for selection of the *local region."
2-D GLOBAL/LOCAL ANALYSIS PERFORMED USING CSM TESTBED
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Structural Response of Redesigned SRM Joint
Nearly Insensitive to Pressure Distribution
William H. Greene and Norman F. Knight, Jr.
CSM Group/SCB CSM Group/SMB
Ext. 4892
February 1987
RTOP 506-43-41
Code RM WBS 56-2
Research Objective-
To understand the structural response of the SRM tang-clevis joint by determining its sensitivity to O-ring sealing
assumptions characterized by various pressure distributions.
Approach
Detailed three-dimensional-solid finite element models of a one-degree slice of the original and redesigned joints were
developed. Various pressure distributions were considered including that of a factory joint which is completely insulated.
Accomplishment Description
...i An understanding of the SRM tang-clevis joint sensitivity to O-ring sealing assumptions was developed by considering
oo characteristic pressure distributions. Moving from left to right on the slide, the first ease is representative of both the
original and the redesignedSRM factory joint (joiningperformed at the factory) for which the internal insulation acts
as the primary seal. For the field joints (joining performedat tile launch center facility) using the original tang-clevisjoint, the case wherethe primary O-ringdoes seal and the case where the primaryO-ringfails to seal but the secondary
O-ringdoes seal are considered,respectively.The next three cases are for the redesignedSRMjoint with an interference
fit capture feature. The first case assumes that the O-ring in the capture feature does seal. The next case assumes that
the primary O-ring seals and the final case assumes that the secondary O-ring seals. The results for the original joint
indicate that not only is the average gap motion large, it is also very sensitive to pressure distributions (i.e., performance
of the O-rings). However, the .redesigned SRM joint is shown to substantially reduce the average gap motion and to be
nearly insensitive to pressure distributions.
Significance
Inclusionof an interferencefit capture feature on the SRM fieldjoints will limit the relative motion that can occur
between tile inner clevis arm and the tang. The redesignedjoint will also be nearly insensitiveto pressure distributions.
Future Plans
The analytical models developed to date will be used in supporting the Marshall Space Flight Center SRM Redesign
Team.
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Code RM WBS 09-01
Research Objective
To developa simple, variationally-consistent,higher-ordertheoryfor laminated compositeplates and shells that accounts
for a parabolic distribution of the transverseshearing attains through the thicknessof the laminate.
Approach
The approach developedby ProfessorJ. N. Reddy at Virginia Tech under NASA Grant NAG-I-450 {March 16, 1084 to
h,iarch 15, 1086) was to assume a displacement fiehl ti,at satislies the conditions that the transverseshear stresses vanish on
the laminate surfacesand be nonzero elsewhere.The inplane displacements wereexpanded as cubic functions of the thickness
coordinate and the transverse displacement was assumed to be independent of the thickness coordinate. The equilibrium
equations werederivedusing tile principle of virtual displacements and then used to develop a two-dimensionalplate/shell
fi_liteelement.
Oo Accomplishment Description "'I',,}
A higher-order {third-order}theory that accounts for the tranverseshear strains and the correspondingfinite element
models were developed. Analytical solutions ba_ed on tile Navier method were also developed for certain cross-ply and
angle-ply laminates with two different types of simply-supported boundary conditions which aerw as referencesolutions for
comparison with the finiteelement results. A representative problem is shown on the right hand side of the slide. This
problem is a simply-supported square orthotropic plate subjected to a uniform pressure loading. Finite element analysis
results using the classical plate theory (uo shear deformation) and tile present theory are shown in the figure and compared
with tile experimentalresults. These results indicate that shear deformationhad little effect on the linearsolution, floweret,
including shear deformationsin the geometrically nonlinear analysis had a significant effect on the analytical predictions.
The nonlinear analysis results using the preBenttheory correlatewellwith the experimental results.
The research lead to more than a dozen publications in archival journals and proceedingsat national and international
conferencesfor Dr. Reddy and his students. Under this grant, Dr."Reddy directed one m_ter's and two doctoralstudents.
Slguiflcance
Three major conclusionsresultedfromthis grant. First, forthick laminates, sheardeformationtheories predictdeflections,
stresses,vibration frequencies,and buckling loads significantly differentfrom those predicted by classical theories. Second,
eve,i for thin laminates, shear deformation effectsare signillcant in dynamic and geometricallynonlinear analyses. Third,
the prese,it third-order theory is more accurate compared to the classical and first-ordertheories in predicting static and
dynamic response of laminated composite plates a;_dshells.
Future Plans
Document'ihe grant activity in a low-number NASA Co,ltractor's Report.
i
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS CODE STAGS OPERATIONAL ON NAS COMPUTER
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RTOP 505-63-II July 1987
Code RM WBS 56-2
Research ObJective:
To implement STAGS 2-D shell finite element analysis computer code on the NAS computer (CRAY-2) and to perform nonlinear structural
analyses of the Space Shuttle solid rocket boosters (SRB).
Approach:
Tile STAGS computer code has been under development with Lockheed Pals Alto Research Laboratory for over ten years. The development
wm initiated to support the design and analysis of the Space Shuttle system. Tile approach was to convert the existing program to run under
tile UNICOS operating system and to provide access to tile NAS from local computers at Langley.
Accomplishment Descrlptlom
Approximately 90,000 lines of Fortran code were converted to run under tile CFT77 Fortran compiler, and the low level l/O routines previously
written in assembly language were replaced by C language routines. Operational aspects of the remote access to HAS are described on the
co figure. The Langley CSM VAX, shown in the upper left, is used for model preparation and verification. The STAGS input datasets are then4_
transmitted via NASNET to the HAS computers, shown in upper right, for execution. Tile STAGS output files and restart files are returned
via NASNBT to the CSM VAX for postproce_ing and are subsequently transmitted via LARCNST to the Langley central computer system
for printing, microfiche, plotting, and archival storage. For example, a nonlinear analysis of the SRB at a load condition known as max twang
(deformed geometry shown In figure) has been performed on the HAS CILAY-2computer. The STAGS finite element model of the SRB
involved nearly 83,000 degree.a-of-freedomand required 60 million 64-bit words of main memory and 800 megabytes of temporary disk apace.
The linear stress analysis of this model required 853 CPU seconds and the nonline.ar stress analysis required 3824 CPU seconds. A restart file
containing calculated displacement solution vectors wan translated from binary to ASCII format, transferred using NASNET to the Langley
CSM VAX computer, and converted back to a binary restart file for local postprocessing. The output file generated on NAS is returned to
Langley and transferred using LARCNET to the central computer site for microfiche (7 to 25 microfiche).The postprocessing of these results
and the model verification tank are performed on the CSM VAX computer system instead of the Langley CYBER computers because of the
large memory requirements.
Significance:
The NAS CRAY-2 computer system is the .qnlg machine that Ilaa the memory and disk space to solve routinely the large structural models
developed to support verification of the SRB. These agency-critical analyse., have provided a better estimate of the computational r_quirements
(hardware and software) needed to analyze large finite element models of realistic structures (flight hardware), in addition, the mechanisms
developed to provide routine remote access to NAS have contiibuted to the requirements definition of Langley'a local area network.
Future Plans'
Perform structural analyses of the SRB in support of Marshall Space Flight Center SRM Redesign Team. Develop and implement the CSM
testbed ayste:n on the NAS computer system for methods research and apl, lication studies.
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Code RH WBS55-1
Researcli Ob,iective: To evaluate the performance of _n advanced geodesic composite structural concept l,or
commercial transport aircraft.
0..
.A.l!proach:A geodesic compression panel was designed and fabricatedwith stifl,enersoriented ±20° with respect
to the longitudinalaxis of the panel, lhe stiffenerswere made of unidirecLional tows of gral)hitefibers
wrapped in gral}hite-epoxywoven material and secondarilybonded to tlreskin using a room-temperatlJre-cure
adhesive, lhe skln was fabricatedwith unidirectionalgraphite-el)oxyplies in a pattern that sinmlates a
filament-woundstructure. The overall dimensionsof the panel were 48 in. by 30 in. A photograph of the
panel is shown on the left of,the figure. Tiredesign loads for tlrel)anelare Nx=3,000 lb/in, and Nxy=
co 600 Ib/in. which are representativeof a transport fuselage. The loaded ends of the panel were enclosed in a
o_ potting material and the side of tlfepanel were supported to l)reventwide column buckling during loading. An
undamaged specimenwas loaded in compression to failure in the .laboratory. A second specimen was subjected to
low-speed impact damage and tested to failure to determine its residual strength.
AccomplishmentDescription: Test results suggest that this geodesic panel concept is more damage tolerant and
more eFl,icient han a conventional stiffened skin panel. Tirebuckling (B) and l.ailure(F) loads for-the
geodesic panel and a conventional stiffened skin panel are shown in tlrefigure on tlreright as a function of
weight. The results show that the geodesic panel is 3 percent lighter than the stiffened skin panel. Both
panels had l,ailureloads greater than tlredesign conditions. Tirepresence of low-speed impact damage did not
influence the strength of tlregeodesic compressionpanel.
.Si(Inificance:Aithough tlregeodesic l)anelfailed at a lower load than tlrestil,fenedskin panel, the presence
of low-speed impact damage did not influencethe l,ailureload of the geodesic panel which is not the case for
conventional stiffened skin panels. Tiregeodesic panel failed when tlreouter stil,l,enersseparated from the
skin along tlreunloaded edges of tlrepanel, lhe ouLer stiffeners of the geodesic panel may not have been
fully effective due to internal load redistributionwhich is a consequence of testing a relatively narrow
nonprismaticcross section panel. It is believed that the geodesic panel concept would carry a higher load in
a large-scalespecimen or if this internalload redistributionwere controlled or restrained.
Future Plans: Conduct a detailed structuralanalysis of tiregeodesic panel to better understand tireinternal
load redistributionand specimen behavior and to develop advanced structural concepts using filament wound and
geo(lesicconcepts.
GEODESIC COMPRESSION PANEL 3%
DAMAGE TOLERANT THAN STIFFENED SKIN
Geodesic compression panel:
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VIII PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS
The FY 1987 accomplishments resulted in a number of publications and presentations.
They are listed below as Formal Reports, High-Numbered Technical Memorandums, Con-
tractor Reports, Journal Articles and Other Publications, Meeting Presentations, Technical
Talks, Computer Programs, Tech Briefs, and Patents.
Formal Reports
1. Belvin, W. K.: Modeling of Joints for the Dynamic Analysis of Truss Structures.
NASATP-2661, May 1987
2. Daugherty, R. H.; and Stubbs, S. M.: Measurements of Flow Rate and Trajectory of
Aircraft Tire-Generated Water Spray. NASATP-2718,July 1987
3. Noor, A. K.; Andersen, C. M.; and Tanner, J. A." Exploiting Symmetries in the
Modeling and Analysisof Tires. NASATP-2649,March 1987
High-Numbered Technical Memorandums
4. Anderson, M. S.; Williams, F. W.; Banerjee, J. R.; Durling, B. J.; Herstrom, C. L.;
Kennedy, D.; and Warnaar, D. B.: User Manual for BUNVIS-RG: An Exact
Buckling and Vibration Program for Lattice Structures, With Repetitive Geometry
and Substructuring Options. NASATM-87669,November 1986
5. Bales, K. S.: Structures and DynamicsDivision Research and Technology Plans for
FY 1987and Accomplishmentsfor FY 1986. NASATM-89141,March 1987
6. Bostic, S. W.; and Fulton, R. E.: A Lanczos Eigenvalue Method on a Parallel
Computer. NASATM-89097,March 1987
7. Dorsey, J. T.; Stein, P. A.; and Bush, H. G.: Structural Design of an In-Line Bolted
Joint for the Space Shuttle Rocket Motor Case Segments. NASA TM-89027,March
1987
8. Juang, J-N.; and Lim, K. G.: On the Eigenvalue and Eigenvector Derivatives of a
General Matrix. NASATM-89127,March 1987
9. Knight, N. F., Jr.: Nonlinear Shell Analysesof the SRB/ETA Ring Interface. NASA
TM-89164,July 1987
10. Lotts, C. G.; Greene, W. H.; McCleary, S. L.; Knight, N. F., Jr.; Paulson, S. S.; and
GiUian, R. E.: Introduction to the Computational Structural Mechanics Testbed.
NASATM-89096,September 1987
11. McGowan, D. M.; and Lake, M. S.: Experimental Evaluation of Small-Scale
Erectable Truss Hardware. NASATM-89068,June 1987
12. Mikulas, M. M., Jr.; and Bush, H. G.: Design, Construction and Utilization of a
Space Station Assembled from 5-Meter Erectable Struts. NASATM-89043,October
1986
13. Thurston, G. A.: A Parallel Solution for the Symmetric Eigenproblem. NASA
TM-89082,January 1987
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Contractor Reports
14. Adams, L.R.: Design, Development and Fabrication of a Deployable/Retractable
Truss Beam Model for Large Space Structures Application. NASA CR-178287,
June 1987(NASI-18013,Astro Aerospace Corporation)
15. Dodge, R. N.; and Clark, S. K.: Heat Generation in Aircraft Tires Under Yawed
Rolling Conditions. NASA CR-4080, July 1987 (NSG-1607, The University of
Michigan)
16. Edighoffer, H. H.: Dynamic and Thermal Response Finite Element Models of
Multi-BodySpace Structural Configurations. NASA CR-178289,April 1987(NAS1-
17210,Edighoffer, Inc.)
17. Gronet, M. J.; Pinson, E. D.; Voqui, H. L.; Crawley, E. F., and Everman, M. R.:
Preliminary Design, Analysis,and Costing of a Dynamic Scale Model of the NASA
Space Station. NASA CR-4068, July 1987 (NAS1-18229, Lockheed Missiles &
Space Company, Inc.)
18. Hedgepeth, J. M.: Evaluation of Pactruss Design Characteristics Critical to Space
Station Primary Structure. NASA CR-178171,February 1987 (NAS1-17536,Astro
Aerospace Corporation)
19. Hedgepeth, J. M.; and Miller, R.K.: Structural Concepts for Large Solar
Concentrators. NASA CR-4075, June 1987 (NAS1-17536, Astro Aerospace
Corporation)
20. Pifko, A. B.; Winter, R.; and Ogilvie,P. L.' DYCAST - A Finite Element Program
for the Crash Analysisof Structures. NASA CR-4040,January 1987(NAS1- 13148,
Grumman Corporation)
21. Rankin, C. C.; Stehlin, P.; and Brogan, F. A.: Enhancements to the STAGS
Computer Code. NASA CR-4000, November 1986 (NAS1-16723, Lockheed
Missiles& Space Company,Inc., Palo Alto Research Laboratories)
22. Reddy, J. N.; and Liu, C. F.: A Higher-Order Theory for Geometrically Nonlinear
Analysis of Composite Laminates. NASA CR-4056, March 1987 (NAG1-459,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
23. Sesak, J. R.; Gronet, M. J.; and Marinos, G. M.: Passive Stabilization for Large
Space Systems. NASA CR-4067, April 1987 (NAS1-17660, Lockheed Missiles &
Space Company,Inc.)
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Journal Articles and Other Publications
24. Anderson, M. S.; and Williams, F. W.: BUNVIS-RC: Exact Frame Buckling and
Vibration Program, With Repetitive Geometry and Substructuring. Journal of
Spacecraft and Rockets, Volume 24, No. 4, July-August1987,p. 353-361
25. Bainum, P. M.; Woodard, S. E.; and Juang, J-N.: Optimal Control Laws for
Orbiting Tethered Platform Systems. Journal of the Astronautical Sciences,Volume
35, No. 2, April-June 1987,p. 135-153
26. Belvin, W. K.; and Edighoffer, H. H.: Dynamic Analysisand Experiment Methods
for a Generic Space Station Model. Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, Volume 24,
No. 3, May-June 1987,p. 270-276
27. Bostic, S. W.; and Fulton, R. E.: Implementation of the Lanczos Method for
Structural Vibration Analysis on a Parallel Computer. Computers and Structures,
Volume 25, No. 3, 1987,p. 395-403
28. Darbhamulla, S. P.; Razzaq, Z.; and Storaasli, O. O.: Concurrent Processing for
Nonlinear Analysis of Hollow Rectangular Structural Sections. Engineering With
Computers, Volume 2, No. 4, 1987,p. 209-217
29. Fasanella, E. L.; Widmayer, E. L.; and Robinson, M. P.: Structural Analysis of the
Controlled Impact Demonstration of a Jet Transport Airplane. Journal of Aircraft,
Volume 24, No. 4, April 1987,p. 274-280
30. Horta, L. G.; Juang, J-N.; and Junkins, J. L.: A Sequential Linear Optimization
Approach for Controller Design. Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics,
Volume 9, No. 6, November-December 1986,p. 699-703
31. Juang, J-N.; Turner, J. D.; and Chun, H. M.: Closed-Form Recursive Formula for
an Optimal Tracker With Terminal Constraints. Journal of Optimization Theory
and Application, Volume 51, No. 2, November 1986,p. 133
32. Juang, J-N.: Mathematical Correlation of Modal-Parameter-Identification Methods
Via System-Realization Theory. The International Journal of Analytical and
Experimental Modal Analysis. Volume 2, No. 1,January 1987,p. 1-18
33. Juang, J-N.; and Horta, L. G.: Effects of Atmosphere on Slewing Control of a
Flexible Structure. Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics,Volume 10, No. 4,
July-August 1987,p. 387-392
34. McComb, H. G., Jr.; Thomson, R. G.; and Hayduk, R.J.: Structural Dynamics
Research in a Full-ScaleTransport Aircraft Crash Test. Journal of Aircraft, Volume
24, No. 7, July 1987,p. 447-453
35. Nemeth, M. P.: Importance of Anisotropy on Buckling of Compression-Loaded
Symmetric Composite Plates. AIAA Journal, Volume 24, No. 11, November 1986,
p. 1831-1835
36. Noor, A. K.; Storaasli, O. O.; and Fulton, R. E.: Algorithms and Software
Development. In Finite Element Handbook, H. Kardestuncer, ed., McGraw-Hill,
1987,p. 230-233
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37. Noor, A. K.; Storaasli, O. O.; and Fulton, R. E.: Modern Computing Systems. In
Finite Element Handbook, H. Kardestuncer, ed., McGraw-Hill, 1987,p. 209-230
38. Pappa, R. S.; and Juang, J-N.: Studies of Modal Identification Performance Using
Hybrid Data. The International Journal of Analytical and Experimental Modal
Analysis,Volume 2, No. 2, April 1987,p. 99-108
39. Post, D.; Czarnek, R.; and Joh, D.: Shear Strains in a Graphite-PEEK Beam by
Moire Interferometry With Carrier Fringes. In Optical Methods in Composites,
Proceedings of the 1986 SEM Fall Conference on Experimental Mechanics,
November 2-5, 1986,Keystone, CO, pp. 159-164(Sponsored in part by NASAGrant
NAG1-481)
40. Rasdorf, W. J.; and Storaasli, O. O.: Educational Fundamentals of Computer-Aided
Engineering. International Journal of Applied Engineering Education, Volume 3,
No. 3, 1987,p. 247-254
41. Stein, M.; and Jegley, D. C.: Effects of Transverse Shearing on CylindricalBending,
Vibration, and Buckling of Laminated Plates. AIAA Journal, Volume 25, No. 1,
January 1987,p. 123-129
42. Storaasli, O. O.; and Bergan, P. G.: Nonlinear Substructuring Method for
Concurrent Processing Computers. AIAA Journal, Volume 25, No. 6, June 1987,p.871-876
43. Storaasli, O. O.; Ransom, J. B.; and Fulton, R. E.: Structural DynamicAnalysison a
Parallel Computer: The Finite Element Machine. Computers and Structures, Vol.
26, No. 4, 1987,p. 551-559
44. Yager, T. J.; and Davis, P. A.: NASA Langley's Unique Aircraft Landing Dynamics
Facility. Flight SafetyDigest, Volume 5, No. 11, November 1986,p. 5-9
Meeting Presentations
45. Belvin, W. K.; and Edighoffer, H.H.: 15-Meter Hoop-Column Antenna Dynamics:
Test and Analysis. Presented at the First NASA/DOD CSI Technology Conference,
November 18-21,1986,Norfolk, Virginia. In NASACP-2447,Part 1,p. 167-185
46. Belvin, W. K.; Edighoffer, H. H.; and Herstrom, C. L.: Quasi-Static Shape
Adjustment of a 15-Meter Diameter Space Antenna. Presented at the
AIAA/ASME, et al., 28th Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, April 6-8, 1987,Monterey, California. AIAA Paper No. 87-0869-CP
47. Boitnott, R. L.; Fasanella, E. L.; Carden, H. D.; and Calton, L. E.' Impact Response
of Composite Fuselage Frames. Presented at the SAlE General Aviation Aircraft
Meeting and Exposition, April 28-May 1, 1987, Wichita, Kansas. SAE Paper No.
871009
48. Bostic, S. W.; and Fulton, R. E.: A Lanczos Eigenvalue Method on a Parallel
Computer. Presented at the AIAA/ASME, et al., 28th Structures, Structural
Dynamics and Materials Conference, April 6-8, 1987, Monterey, California. AIAA
Paper No. 87-0725-CP
93
49. Bostic, S. W.; and Fulton, R. E.: Experiences With the Lanczos Method on a
Parallel Computer. Presented at the 1987 ASME International Computers in
Engineering Conference and Exhibition, August 9-13, 1987, New York, New York.
In Proceedings, Volume Three, p. 353-360
50. Card, M. F.; and Wingate, R.T.: Structural Behavior of Solid Rocket Motor Field
Joints. Presented at the AIAA/ASME, et al., 28th Structures, Structural Dynamics
and Materials Conference, April 6-8, 1987, Monterey, California. AIAA Paper No.87-0701-CP
51. Chun, H. M.; Turner, J. D.; and Juang, J-N.: Frequency-Shaped Large-Angle
Maneuvers. Presented at the AIAA 25th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, January
12-15, 1987, Reno, Nevada. AIAA Paper No. 87-0174
52. Cooley, V. M.; Juang, J-N.; and Ghaemmaghami, P.: Design of Ground Test
Suspension Systems for Verification of Flexible Space Structures. Presented at the
Sixth VPI&SU/AIAA Symposium on Dynamics and Control of Large Structures,
June 29-July 1, 1987, Blacksburg, Virginia. Proceedings pending
53. Cooper, P. A.; Young, J. W.; and Sutter, T. R.: Multidisciplinary Analysis of
Actively Controlled Large Flexible Spacecraft. Presented at the First NASA/DOD
CSI Technology Conference, November 18-21, 1986, Norfolk, Virginia. In NASA
CP-2447, Part 1, p. 495-514
54. Curry, J. M.; Johnson, E. R.; and Starnes, J. H., Jr.: Effect of Dropped Plies on the
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